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ABSTRACT 

The rising growth of multimedia contents is approaching forward the example of cloud-based media hosting 

today. However, the wide attacking surface of the public cloud and. the problem of secured outsourcing to only 

authorized users is not fully solved because copying media content is almost cost-free, and the authorized users 

later become betrayer that illegitimately redistribute the media content to the public after they are authorized 

with the decryption rights. Therefore, it is imperative to bestow secure cloud-based media sharing with the 

competence of tracing illegal content redistribution. In this paper, we developed a cloud based secure content 

sharing application for multimedia data. To improve the security of the content we used our new proxy-based 

watermarking technique which leads to help the content provider to detect the traitor if any illegal access 

occurred. So, for preventing the unauthorized access we build the media player which is used to access the 

downloaded media file if and only if user is an authorized one. Thus we prevented as well as detected the 

traitor. We also provide watermarking time for performance analysis, showing that our watermarking algorithm 

required less time as compared to existing system. 
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1. Introduction  

In today‟s era, multimedia data has been generating in a vast speed. While, handling such huge data 

become crucial challenge for content providers. With the growing usage of cloud computing, content providers 

rely on cloud computing for multimedia content hosting and sharing. However, there are some security issues 

and challenges in cloud computing are: Data Breaches, Data Loss, Malicious Insiders, Denial of Service and 

Vulnerable Systems. To overcome this security threats and challenges, the prior effort is done by using the 

encryption algorithms and techniques. Still, the solution of encrypting data before outsourcing does not solve the 

complete problem. Because, the authorized receiver/ user is able to copy the data and can forward to the 
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unauthorized receiver or user. This problem is referred as content copyright problem. Securing this information 

is necessary and for the same there are many algorithm and techniques, some of which includes Cryptography 

and Watermarking. Digital Watermarking is a technique of embedding some secret information in the main 

digital content to provide security, integrity and authentication. The Digital watermarking has been proposed as 

a solution to the problem of copyright protection of multimedia data in a networked environment. It makes 

possible to tightly associate to a digital document a code allowing the identification of the data creator, owner, 

authorized consumer, and so on.. Many of the watermarking techniques had been proposed and studied. 

Different types of watermarking are available for different type of media file. No any common watermarking is 

yet developed foe all type of media file. Also, some advanced systems had developed to detect the traitor who 

leaked the authorized data to unauthorized party. However, along with traitor tracing, there is a need of 

preventing unauthorized access. 

     

 All of these problems enforced a solution by building a novel system for any file content protection 

on cloud by using watermarking with encryption. In this work we build a cloud based content sharing 

application and a media player for accessing downloaded media file. The main theme of the work is to provide 

and improve the security of the content media while sharing with multiple users. A new user defined encryption 

and watermarking technique is proposed in this work. The main objective of our work is to prevent and detect 

an illegal access. Along with that we used watermarking for all type of media file. 

 

2. Related Works 

A number of watermarking procedures have been projected to track down the distributors of illegal 

replicas [7], [8]. However, most of them ignore the fairness to the customers at all, and the others address the 

issue ineffectively, considering the current practice of law enforcement. Another mutual limitation of these 

protocols is the lack of appropriate mechanisms to protect customer privacy during transactions. The encryption 

may be a great and was the first strategy to avoid copyright [21],[30],[31]. A scalable and fine-grained cloud-

based data sharing system is used in [32] by exclusively merging ABE, PRE, and lazy re-encryption. 

All prior watermarking approaches had a restriction that a malicious content supplier may outline a 

client by unjustifiably imputing him of leaking a media protest. So, there was a need to improve watermarking 

procedures [18], [20], [21], [22], [23]. A secured system architecture is design as an initial effort for traitor 

tracing where an encoded cloud media centre is proposed which hosts the encrypted SVC videos [17].  A key 

shortcoming is that this technique is only applicable for videos.  

Cloud based buyer dealer watermarking convention based on progressed SS conspire is outlined in 

[18]. Here, cloud as infrastructure as well as a platform service provider is used to speed up watermark and as an 

E- commerce platform respectively. The most downside of first one is that CP has to contact every buyer during 

transaction. However, in second one, it uses paillier cryptosystem which is very complex computational task.   

Afterwards, a new grouping of proxy re-encryption (for safe media sharing) and fair watermarking (for 

fair defector tracing) used the homomorphic properties occur in in proxy re-encryption in [19]. The AES 
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algorithm and the homomorphic algorithm is used for encryption and proxy re-encryption with watermarking 

respectively. The drawback of this system is that it used AES and homomorphic algorithm. Both increases the 

extent of the cipher text and doubles the size of file. Only data leakage is detected but cannot prevent.  After the 

study of all the above methods and approaches of watermarking and reviewing all existing systems, we 

observed: Size of a file increases after watermarking and there is no any way to prevent the access to leaked 

content access to leaked content. 

3. Methodology 

In the proposed model we are combining cloud-based sharing application and media player. Here, we 

are preventing the copyright access by implementing new watermarking technique. While securely uploading of 

media files over cloud, we use a use byte wise encryption algorithm and after uploading we are adding 

watermarking bytes to the file with the help of proxy server. The proposed system is basically consisting of two 

parts: one is cloud based secure content sharing application and another is media player to open the downloaded 

file. After the subscription of CP‟s services, authorized user would be able to download the file and media 

player (MP). Downloaded file would be is in encrypted format and to open that file, user need to use the 

provided media player only. MP would check whether the identities stored in that specific file and user 

credentials are matching or not. If identities are not matched then it means that authorized user whose identity is 

watermarked in a file is a leaker and at that time that file won‟t be decrypted or not open. On the other hand, CP 

would be notified about illegal redistribution of his copy with the help of web services. The working of the 

proposed system is as shown in figure 1. 

3.1 User Section 

The user can register and login in the system. The user can upload their own media files, manage the 

access permission, view and download the shared files by other users, and perceive the leakage report. Along 

with these they can view their cloud usage and cloud rent payment report on the monthly basis. 

3.2 Admin Section 

The cloud admin can see the list of all registered user, their payment details. 

 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 
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3.3 Encryption 

When the user uploads the media file for sharing, before uploading to cloud, the media file is encrypted 

using byte wise encryption. The random key would be generated and using this key mathematical operation 

would perform on bytes of data (8 bytes at a time).After that key would be reverse. This process continues till 

the complete encryption of file. Later on an encrypted file with encrypted key would be stored on cloud. 

3.4 Watermarking 

When the authorized user find the shared file with them and wants to download, the media file is 

watermarked at the proxy server. The proxy server gets owner id, receiver id and create an unique watermark for 

that file which is shared by owner to receiver. Afterwards, those watermark bytes are encrypted and bytes from 

encrypted file would be replace with encrypted watermark. 

Algorithm: 

• Take owner id and receiver id  

• Create watermark string „str‟ by uniquely combining both id  

• Convert „str‟ to byte array „byt[]‟ 

• Generate key k randomly 

• Encrypt byt[] using key k using encryption algorithm 

• Calculate the length of byt[] and read that much bytes from encrypted file into watermark[] 

• Store watermark[] bytes as a key into wkey[] 

• Perform byte wise mathematical  operation with byt[] and watermark[] and store result in 

watermarked[] 

• Replace File bytes with watermarked[] 

• Send file to user for download 

• Set wkeystr=ConvertToString(wkey[]) 

• Store wkeystr on proxy server 

 

3.3.2 Watermarking Detection 

After watermarking user download an encrypted media file. To open that file they need an access to 

their media player which uniquely registered for their system only and cannot be shared with any another. If 

user is authenticated to media player, they can access the media file by browsing it into media player. If user is 

unauthorized then media player authentication would be failed. If user is authenticated for media player, when 

they try to open file by browsing it and specify the secret key (which is shared with authorized user only for 

decryption) ,at this time watermark detection would be done. Here, receiver id from encrypted bytes (which are 

watermarked) are matched with login id of media player. Thus, whether the user trying to open file is 

authenticated for that shared media file or not is checked out. If one authorized user give the file and secret key 

to unauthorized one. And they try to open the file into their registered media player, then leakage is prevented 
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and file would not decrypt. At the same time the receiver id from watermarked byte considered as a traitor and 

owner would gets notified about the leaker. 

 

 

 

Fig.3.1. Leakage Prevention 

 

Fig.3.2. Leakage Detection and Traitor Tracing 

4. Results  

The result of the system is measured by the parameters Encryption time, Decryption time, 

Watermarking time and size of the file after encryption and watermarking. Table 4.1 shows the proposed 

watermarking time and existing watermarking for different file size. 
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Table 4.1. Proposed System Evaluation Table 

File Size  

(in KB)  

Average  

Existing  

Watermarking 

 Time 

(mili -seconds)  

Average of  

Proposed  

Watermarking 

 Time 

(in mili -seconds) 

Saved 

Time 

(mili -

seconds) 

No. of Times 

Watermarking 

Done  

Proposed  

System 

Encryption  

Time 

(in mili -seconds) 

Proposed  

System 

Decryption  

Time 

(imili -seconds) 

349.191  30.93300056  0.005683833  30.92731673  6  30.933  33.0301  

25.2617  93.32326508  0.0051315  93.31813358  2  93.3233  74.9732  

562.855  1279.26001  0.005683833  1279.254326  6  1279.26  1105.2  

1030.99  2714.763184  0.0036225  2714.759561  2  2714.76  2769.03  

12512.3  25065.19922  0.009189077  25065.19003  13  25065.2  12096.4  

46784.4  122724.8125  0.006038  122724.8065  1  122725  124981  

4296.26  11076.1084  0.003622667  11076.10478  3  11076.1  11661.2  

 

Figure 4.1. represent the graph of saved time in watermarking for a different file sizes. For large size of 

files, proposed watermarking algorithm efficiently saved the time with respective to existing system.  

 

Fig.4.1. Proposed Watermarking Saved Time with Respective Existing System 

 

In an existing system, homomorphism done in watermarking and after that proxy re-encryption of file 

is done which leads to increase half of the part of size of file. As per shown in figure 4.3., we achieved our 

objective of maintaining size of file after watermarking. 
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Fig.4.2. Evaluation of size of file. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The major focus of our work is to prevent as well as to detect the leakage of multimedia content to 

unauthorized user. In the existing system all efforts had made for traitor tracing. Also, we prevent the illegal 

access by using media player. Another factor is the technique used for encryption and watermarking. We used 

new encryption algorithm which is very secure as it is neither well known and nor increase size of cipher text 

after encryption and watermarking. Another objective we achieved is to maintain the size of the file after 

encryption and watermarking. All the prior efforts of watermarking are done on the basis of type of file. In our 

work we proposed a generalized watermarking for all type of media file. Also, as shown in results our 

watermarking algorithm requires very less time as compared to existing system. Thus, our system is efficient in 

terms of security, storage cost and running time complexity. 
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